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Easily search, assemble and create presentations ‘on the fly’ from
existing slides from across your organisation. Save hours of time
through sharing knowledge. Protect your presentation brand identity.

Cordovan SlideSorter
SlideSorter sets up a searchable bank of PowerPoint presentations to let you
share, assemble and create new presentations from existing slides. Easily
accessed through your web browser, SlideSorter stores and categorises anything
from small groups of approved slides for application specific sales presentations
to an entire group-wide asset bank of PowerPoint files.
SlideSorter promotes secure knowledge
sharing and saves countless hours of
executive time. It improves presentation
quality and branding, cuts duplication and
provides a secure and searchable
knowledge sharing asset.
With Cordovan SlideSorter you go online to
search the topic categories you need from
your PowerPoint library. Then view the
slides from the selected presentations,
make your choices and simply wipe them in
real time onto an online white board. Once
assembled, you download to create any
additional slides or modifications on your
own computer.
And being browser based, you can easily
do it at the office, in your hotel room or
from home.
Share with others
If you use online collaboration tools, you can
simply drop a copy of your newly assembled
presentation into your Project Community
Folder and send links for colleagues to
download. Just think how much pressure you’ll
take off the email servers!
What’s more, your new presentation can now be
categorised and available for others to share –
all according to permission access levels that
you decide.
Is too much knowledge held on individual‘s
laptops and not being shared?
Every day countless hours of senior executive
time are wasted in creating PowerPoint
presentations that partly exist elsewhere. Often
in the evenings or at weekends, when staff
should be relaxing with their families, or in work
hours when there could be more productive use
of their time.
At best, it’s an excessively wasteful. At worst, it
means that a substantial knowledge-base is being
stored on individuals’ laptops and is potentially
dangerous.

1. Select your
presentation file
2. Use the drop down menu
to select an individual slide

3. Drag slides from the
drop down menu onto
the white board.
Reposition in any order

4. Pass your mouse
over thumbnail to
magnify slide content

5. Export assembled slides to your hard disc

Anyone who has ever created or received PowerPoint
presentations will be aware of the challenge. Many people
will start from a blank page. Others will borrow from
colleagues’ presentations received through email. Most will
be unaware of content already available elsewhere and do
their own thing.
Although some organisations store ‘corporate’ presentations
within a central SharePoint or intranet repository, for most a
fully searchable knowledge sharing bank of executive held
presentations is simply non-existent.
 All presentations/slides stored on your networked
server(s). SharePoint, Intranet or externally hosted
 Each presentation/slide is tagged and categorized for
easy searching. Multi-topic presentations can appear
in several categories
 Access permission levels: confidential presentations –
or individual slides – can be protected according to
pre-set permission levels
 A sales executive looking to create a new
presentation can search categories from previous
presentations

Cordovan Digital

Cordovan SlideSorter
Knowledge is power, yet
the real power of your
organisation is probably
not available for sharing.

SlideSorter will save thousands of hours of executive time, help you
improve your organisation’s efficiency and effectiveness, help you
manage knowledge better and improve security.
Cordovan SlideSorter can be installed within your existing intranet, on a
SharePoint server or hosted externally on a secure server. It works
seamlessly with your existing browser (Explorer, Firefox etc – PC, Mac or
Unix).
And with SlideBank all your PowerPoint based corporate knowledge can
be assembled into a centrally accessed knowledge bank. It’s safe, it’s
secure, it’s searchable and it’s fast.
What’s more, multi level access permissions ensure that only those who
need to know, get to know!

Features:










Fast access to presentations
Fully categorised by presentation and individual slide tag
Permission-based categories and slide tagging ensures
that confidential based information remains confidential
Auto removal (by date) of old presentations
Assembly on the fly. Simply select and wipe onto white
board individual slides, then assemble in any order.
Download, customise and add to directly in the users own
PowerPoint.
Upload final presentation and post in project community
box for sharing with member colleagues.
Upload and categorise for availability to all users
(according to access permissions)
Optimiser utility to ensure that image-rich slides have
manageable file sizes.

Benefits
 Potentially save countless hours in executive time each year
 Deliver greater power to sales and other executives to share
presentations, applications and arguments.
 Stop re-inventing the same wheels across the organisation
 Maintain stronger adherence to corporate branding and ID
 Develop a workable knowledge sharing resource and library
 Minimise the need for executives to hold confidential
presentations on their laptops
 Take pressure off email servers

Available at two levels

SlideSorter

SlideBank

Allows you to create new presentations from existing
ones, by selecting and assembling the slides onto an
online white board.

Sets up a central presentation/slide resource bank
for the storage and categorization of executive
presentations and slides.

This application can be hosted from within the corporate
firewall or hosted securely on an external server.

Easily searchable through tagging. Permission based
access to individual presentations/slides to protect
confidential data and issues. Allows efficient knowledge
sharing.

Perfect for sales presentations. Field sales executives can
quickly build application specific sales presentations from
existing slides ‘on the fly’. Using pre-existing slide options
protects corporate branding and ID disciplines.
Accessed through standard browser.

Uses Cordovan SlideSorter utility to assemble new
presentations from pre-existing slides ‘on the fly’ for
download or distribution to colleagues.

For further information please call Matt O’Neill on +44 (0)20 7043 6050
or mobile +44 (0)7815 876 904, or email to matt.oneill@cordovan.co.uk

Cordovan Ltd
reserves the right to
change product
descriptions, profiles
and specifications
without prior notice

About Cordovan: Cordovan Digital is a part of the international Cordovan Group with specialist
operations in communication and business consulting in London, Stockholm, Brussels and Nice.
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